Taking IT
To New
Heights
ITEC’s Technology Managed Service has helped this
fast- growing charity improve efficiency, enhance
security and gain peace of mind

Cornwall Air Ambulance an ITEC customer story
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STAFF

60

6 shops
1 HQ

800
LIFE-SAVING MISSIONS A YEAR

Cornwall Air Ambulance delivers
vital emergency medical treatment in
minutes to patients across Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly. It has two
helicopters (with plans to buy a
newer, faster model) and a team of
pilots, paramedics and doctors. It
does not receive any government
support for its 800 life-saving
missions a year and its £3 million
running costs. Instead, the charity
relies on funds raised from donations
and its six charity shops across the
local area.

INDUSTRY

Charity
WEBSITE

cornwallairambulancetrust.org
LOCATION

Cornwall

“ITEC listened to

what we wanted,
understood what
we needed, and
came up with a
plan.
- STEVE MURDOCH, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

CHALLENGES

Being on hand 24 hours a day, 365
days a year to provide emergency
medical help within minutes to
the people living and visiting
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is
challenging enough.
The charity needed headache-free
IT and tech support they could
count on.

CHALLENGES

Complete
Overhaul

Devoted staff and volunteers are the beating
heart of Cornwall Air Ambulance – and they
count on effective IT to get their jobs done well
so that lives can be saved.
The charity had outgrown their old, one-manband IT supplier and was ready for ITEC’s
Technology Managed Services and all the
support and expertise that come with it.
But digitally transforming a headquarters with
tens of staff and six charity shops spread across
a large county was a major undertaking. Luckily,
it’s all part and parcel of the ITEC service.

Being
Proactive,
Not
Reactive

Part of ITEC’s role as Technology Managed
Service providers is to help companies move
away from the mindset of purely reactive IT
support.
With Cornwall Air Ambulance, this meant
helping the charity move forward with a
planned approach that enables growth, helps
budget for new tech and provides complete
peace of mind.
“ITEC offered us the reliability, flexibility and
expertise we needed to move forward” - Steve
Murdoch, Chief Operating Officer

“Getting our infrastructure
properly secured has
given us peace of mind.
- STEVE MURDOCH, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

SOLUTIONS

Out With
The Old,
In With
The New

Before ITEC came on board, the tech that formed the
backbone of Cornwall Air Ambulance was out-of-date
and unsecure.
ITEC Engineers conducted a free-of-charge audit of the
existing infrastructure and, with the charity’s mission in
mind, created a bespoke plan for digital change.
One of the top priorities was to provide a secure and
effective back up of all IT infrastructure within the
ITEC Data Centres. Measures to secure and protect the
organisation’s email and servers was also made a
top priority.
Wi-Fi and hardware was updated across both HQ
and the charity’s six retail shops with a consistent
approach and ITEC also introduced the print benefits
of Technology Managed Services, installing a small
number of MFDs (multi-function devices) to streamline
printing and scanning processes.

Software
Solution

As a growing organisation, the need for day-to-day
tech support was increasing. Once ITEC was brought
in, the team gained 24 hour access to a 120-strong
team of IT experts who could solve in minutes issues
which previously took hours or even days.
As well as being on hand with support today, ITEC
looks to the future. The team worked closely with
Cornwall Air Ambulance to develop an IT roadmap to
outline the tech strategy for the coming years, helping
budget for hardware costs, additional projects and
future-proof the organisation as a whole.
“Our staff are no longer spending hours trying to resolve
IT issues. Instead, we can focus on our mission to save
lives and raise enough funds to buy another helicopter”
- Steve Murdoch, Chief Operating Officer

“ITEC are

consistently helpful
and extremely
responsive.

- STEVE MURDOCH, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

STAFF

More efficient

Security
ENHANCED

Confidence
GROWING

Transforming Cornwall
Air Ambulance into a
digital workplace has
inspired confidence
that the charity is free
to grow and succeed,
comfortable in the
knowledge that the
tech side of things is
taken care of by a local
company they can trust.

“

As a charity, the bottom
line matters.
ITEC weren’t the
cheapest around, but
they are the best – and I
believe we get excellent
value for money.
- STEVE MURDOCH, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

DELIVERING THE MISSION

Reaching New Heights
Thanks to Technology Managed
Services from the ITEC team, Cornwall
Air Ambulance now has a reliable,
functional, dynamic IT infrastructure
that is secure and ready to handle
anything.
With ITEC’s army of experts at hand,
the staff and volunteers are more
efficient, spending their time on what
they do best instead of spending many
frustrating hours on tech issues.
ITEC have provided a cost-effective,
complete solution that has freed up
time and energy for the charity to
tackle more pressing projects, such
as raising £7 million to buy a
new helicopter.

“We rely on tech to provide

our 24/7, 365 service to the
people of Cornwall and having
ITEC on board has given us
peace of mind that it is all
taken care of.
- STEVE MURDOCH, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

SERVICE

“ITEC
were
easily
the right
choice”

ITEC stands out from the crowd not just
because of the expertise and experience it
provides, but for going the extra mile with its
dedication to customers.
Since coming on board in 2016, ITEC and
Cornwall Air Ambulance have become longterm partners.
With a digital transformation under its belt,
plans are now in place to help the organisation
continue to evolve, with regular security
enhancements and continued usability tweaks.
Chief Operating Officer, Steve Murdoch says:
“We have been extremely happy with everything
ITEC has done for us – we often recommend
them to other organisations in our sector.
“We get consistently helpful and effective
support, usually in a matter of minutes, from a
friendly, professional team.
“We looked at lots of providers when we realised
we needed a change. ITEC wasn’t the cheapest,
but they were the best – and I believe we get
excellent value for money.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding managed services
and helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
MANAGED IT
MANAGED PRINT
MANAGED CLOUD
MANAGED CONNECTIVITY
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
MOBILITY
MODERN MAILING

READY
TO SEE
RESULTS?

0117 951 1500
www.itecgroup.co.uk

